
Black 1" Binder

Can be reused from last year if in

good condition

Can be purchased on your own

Pencils

Office Supplies
Required: 

Pencil pouch to fit inside binder 

All printed resources

Sheet protectors for music

Binder dividers

Optional but recommended:

Provided:

Working instrument

Name tag on case

Swab

Instrument Supplies
Required: Other notes:

BAND
SUPPLIES

CONCERT BAND
FLUTE

If you are looking to upgrade aspects of

the flute, contact Ms. Mason for

recommendations. Upcoming upgrades

could include a new headjoint or an

open-hole intermediate model flute. 



Black 1" Binder

Can be reused from last year if in

good condition

Can be purchased on your own

Pencils

Office Supplies
Required: 

Pencil pouch to fit inside binder 

All printed resources

Sheet protectors for music

Binder dividers

Optional but recommended:

Provided:

Working instrument

Name tag on case

3 working reeds

If wood: Vandoren strength of 3

If synthetic: Synthetic strength of 2.75

or 3

Reed case

Swab

Instrument Supplies
Required: Other notes:

I recommend keeping a synthetic reed as

one of your three reeds. This reed, if

treated properly, can last just as long if

not longer than an entire box of wooden

reeds.

I recommend: Legere Signature Cut for 

 Bb Clarinet (Strength 2.75 or 3). 

BAND
SUPPLIES

CONCERT BAND
CLARINET

Another recommendation for a massive upgrade in tone quality is the

ligature. I recommend the Rover ligature for clarinetists. 

If you are looking to upgrade other aspects of the clarinet, contact Ms.

Mason for recommendations. Upcoming upgrades could include a new

mouthpiece or a wooden clarinet. 



Black 1" Binder

Can be reused from last year if in

good condition

Can be purchased on your own

Pencils

Office Supplies
Required: 

Pencil pouch to fit inside binder 

All printed resources

Sheet protectors for music

Binder dividers

Optional but recommended:

Provided:

Working instrument

Name tag on case

2 working reeds

If wood: Vandoren strength of 3

If synthetic: Synthetic strength of 2.5 or

2.75 

Reed case

Swab

Instrument Supplies
Required: Other notes:

I recommend keeping a synthetic reed as

one of your three reeds. This reed, if

treated properly, can last just as long if

not longer than an entire box of wooden

reeds.

I recommend: Legere Signature Cut for Bb

Bass Clarinet (Strength 2.5 or 2.75). 

BAND
SUPPLIES

CONCERT BAND
BASS CLARINET

Another recommendation for a massive upgrade in tone quality is the

ligature. I recommend the Rover ligature for clarinetists. 

If you are looking to upgrade other aspects of the clarinet, contact Ms.

Mason for recommendations. Upcoming upgrades could include a new

mouthpiece or a wooden clarinet. 



Black 1" Binder

Can be reused from last year if in

good condition

Can be purchased on your own

Pencils

Office Supplies
Required: 

Pencil pouch to fit inside binder 

All printed resources

Sheet protectors for music

Binder dividers

Optional but recommended:

Provided:

Working instrument

Name tag on case

2 working reeds

If wood: Vandoren strength of 3

If synthetic: Synthetic strength of 2.75

or 3

Reed case

Swab

Instrument Supplies
Required: Other notes:

I recommend keeping a synthetic reed

as one of your three reeds. This reed, if

treated properly, can last just as long if

not longer than an entire box of

wooden reeds.

I recommend: Legere Signature Cut

for Eb  Alto Saxophone (Strength 2.75

or 3). 

BAND
SUPPLIES

CONCERT BAND
ALTO SAXOPHONE

If you are looking to upgrade other aspects of the saxophone, contact Ms. Mason

for recommendations. Upcoming upgrades could include a new mouthpiece or

an intermediate model saxophone.



Black 1" Binder

Can be reused from last year if in

good condition

Can be purchased on your own

Pencils

Office Supplies
Required: 

Pencil pouch to fit inside binder 

All printed resources

Sheet protectors for music

Binder dividers

Optional but recommended:

Provided:

Working instrument

Name tag on case

2 working reeds

If wood: Vandoren strength of 3

If synthetic: Synthetic strength of 2.75

or 3

Reed case

Swab

Instrument Supplies
Required: Other notes:

I recommend keeping a synthetic reed as

one of your three reeds. This reed, if

treated properly, can last just as long if

not longer than an entire box of wooden

reeds.

I recommend: Legere Signature Cut for Bb  

Tenor Saxophone (Strength 2.75 or 3). 

BAND
SUPPLIES

CONCERT BAND
TENOR SAXOPHONE

If you are looking to upgrade other aspects of the saxophone, contact Ms. Mason

for recommendations. Upcoming upgrades could include a new mouthpiece or

an intermediate model saxophone.



Black 1" Binder

Can be reused from last year if in

good condition

Can be purchased on your own

Pencils

Office Supplies
Required: 

Pencil pouch to fit inside binder 

All printed resources

Sheet protectors for music

Binder dividers

Optional but recommended:

Provided:

Working instrument

Name tag on case

2 working reeds

If wood: Vandoren strength of 3

If synthetic: Synthetic strength of 2.5

or 2.75

Reed case

Swab

Instrument Supplies
Required:

Other notes:

I recommend keeping a synthetic reed as

one of your three reeds. This reed, if

treated properly, can last just as long if

not longer than an entire box of wooden

reeds.

I recommend: Legere Signature Cut for Eb  

Eb Baritone Saxophone (Strength 2.5 or

2.75). 

BAND
SUPPLIES

CONCERT BAND
BARITONE SAXOPHONE

If you are looking to upgrade other aspects of the saxophone, contact Ms. Mason for

recommendations. Upcoming upgrades could include an upgraded ligature or

mouthpiece. Both would provide a noticeable higher quality in sound! 



Black 1" Binder

Can be reused from last year if in

good condition

Can be purchased on your own

Pencils

Office Supplies
Required: 

Pencil pouch to fit inside binder 

All printed resources

Sheet protectors for music

Binder dividers

Optional but recommended:

Provided:

Working instrument

Name tag on case

Mouthpiece (5C) 

Brands: Bach, Jupiter, or Shire

Valve oil (recommend Al Cass)

Slide grease

Optional but recommended: 

Slide oil for trumpet

Instrument Supplies
Required: Other notes:

Consider adding slide oil to your list! This

slide oil can be used on the 1st and 3rd

valve slides for easier moving. I personally

use: Yamaha YAC-1016 Trumpet Tuning

Slide Oil.

BAND
SUPPLIES

CONCERT BAND
TRUMPET

If you are looking to upgrade other aspects of the trumpet, contact Ms.

Mason for recommendations. Upcoming upgrades should be an

intermediate or advanced level trumpet. If you are looking for other

accessories that will be helpful in your near trumpet future, consider getting

a straight mute (Dennis Wicks are the best)! 



Black 1" Binder

Can be reused from last year if in

good condition

Can be purchased on your own

Pencils

Office Supplies
Required: 

Pencil pouch to fit inside binder 

All printed resources

Sheet protectors for music

Binder dividers

Optional but recommended:

Provided:

Working instrument

Name tag on case

Mouthpiece (6 1/2 AL)

Brands: Bach, Jupiter, or Shire

Slide lubricant 

Tuning slide grease

Instrument Supplies
Required:

(Recommend Slide-o-mix)

Other notes:

BAND
SUPPLIES

CONCERT BAND
TROMBONE

If you are looking to upgrade other

aspects of the trombone, contact Ms.

Mason for recommendations. Upcoming

upgrades should be an intermediate or

advanced level trombone also known as

a trigger trombone. If you are looking for

other accessories that will be helpful in

your near trombone future, consider

getting a straight mute (Dennis Wicks

are the best)! 



Black 1" Binder

Can be reused from last year if in

good condition

Can be purchased on your own

Pencils

Office Supplies
Required: 

Pencil pouch to fit inside binder 

All printed resources

Sheet protectors for music

Binder dividers

Optional but recommended:

Provided:

Working instrument

Name tag on case

Mouthpiece (6 1/2 AL)

Brands: Bach, Jupiter, or Shire

Mouthpiece pouch 

Valve oil

Recommended: Al Cass

Slide grease

Instrument Supplies
Required: Other notes:

BAND
SUPPLIES

CONCERT BAND
EUPHONIUM

If you are looking to upgrade other

aspects of the euphonium or are looking

at the purchase of an euphonium,

contact Ms. Mason for

recommendations. 



Black 1" Binder

Can be reused from last year if in

good condition

Can be purchased on your own 

Pencils

Office Supplies
Required: 

Pencil pouch to fit inside binder 

All printed resources

Sheet protectors for music

Binder dividers

Optional but recommended:

Provided:

Working instrument

Name tag on case

Mouthpiece 120S

Brand: Conn Helleberg

Mouthpiece pouch 

Valve oil

Recommended: Al Cass

Slide grease

Instrument Supplies
Required: Other notes:

BAND
SUPPLIES

CONCERT BAND
TUBA

If you are looking to upgrade other

aspects of the tuba or accessories,

contact Ms. Mason for

recommendations. 



Black 1" Binder

Can be reused from last year if in

good condition

Can be purchased on your own

Pencils

Office Supplies
Required: 

Pencil pouch to fit inside binder 

All printed resources

Sheet protectors for music

Binder dividers

Optional but recommended:

Provided:

Working instrument

Name tag on case

Mouthpiece

Brand: Holton MDC 11

Mouthpiece pouch 

Rotor oil 

Recommended: Hetman's No. 11 Light

Slide grease

Instrument Supplies
Required: Other notes:

BAND
SUPPLIES

CONCERT BAND
FRENCH HORN

If you are looking to upgrade other

aspects of the French horn or are

looking at the purchase of a French horn

(double horns only), contact Ms. Mason

for recommendations. 



Black 1" Binder

Can be reused from last year if in

good condition

Can be purchased on your own

Pencils

Office Supplies
Required: 

Pencil pouch to fit inside binder 

All printed resources

Sheet protectors for music

Binder dividers

Optional but recommended:

Provided:

Working instrument

Name tag on case

Reed

Reed case

Empty pill bottle or other small

container to soak reed 

Instrument Supplies
Required:

Strength: Medium-soft 

BAND
SUPPLIES

CONCERT BAND
OBOE

If you are looking to upgrade other

aspects of the oboe or are looking at the

purchase of an oboe, contact Ms. Mason

for recommendations. 



Black 1" Binder

Can be reused from last year if in

good condition

Can be purchased on your own 

Pencils

Office Supplies
Required: 

Pencil pouch to fit inside binder 

All printed resources

Sheet protectors for music

Binder dividers

Optional but recommended:

Provided:

Working instrument

Name tag on case

Reed

Reed case

Empty pill bottle or other small

container to soak reed 

Instrument Supplies
Required:

Strength: Medium

Other notes:

BAND
SUPPLIES

CONCERT BAND
BASSOON

Other notes: 

If you are looking to upgrade other

aspects of the bassoon such as other

accessories, contact Ms. Mason for

recommendations. 



Black 1" Binder

Can be reused from last year if in

good condition

Can be purchased on your own

Pencils

Office Supplies
Required: 

Pencil pouch to fit inside binder 

All printed resources

Sheet protectors for music

Binder dividers

Optional but recommended:

Provided:

Stick bag 

Name tag on bag

Drum sticks

Vic Firth SD1 or Innovative

Percussion IP-LD

Yarn mallets

Hard yarn mallets

Practice pad for at home practice

Recommend: Real Feel 12" Double

Sided

Instrument Supplies
Required:

Drum stand for practice pad

Timpani mallets

Other mallets (soft and hard xylophone, vibraphone, hard acrylic bells, etc)

Optional but recommended 

(in priority order):

BAND
SUPPLIES

CONCERT BAND
PERCUSSION

The required supplies can be found in a

pack through companies like Innovative

Percussion or Salyer. The required

materials will be covered in the

Intermediate level student pack.

Similarly to golf clubs, once you have a

bag and the basics, you can al carte add

to the bag. 

If you are looking to upgrade other aspects of percussion, contact Ms. Mason for

recommendations. 


